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Proxy ratings of functional status were compared with subject self-reports in five domains relevant to the study of older persons and with observations of subject performance in two areas (physical and instrumental functioning). Data were derived from 233 proxy-subject pairs evaluated in a prospective study of hip fracture patients aged 65 years or more in Baltimore, Maryland (1990-1991). Agreement between proxy and subject reports was highest for a summary measure of instrumental functioning and lowest for a measure of depression. Proxies tended to report more disability than did subjects, although bias varied by function. Patterns of agreement for proxy reports versus observations of performance compared with patterns for proxy reports versus subject reports were lower for measures of instrumental functioning, and bias was generally more extreme for instrumental and physical functioning measures. The authors conclude that agreement and bias differ by functional domain, by the way summary measures are created and scored, and by the criterion against which proxy reports are compared. Am J Epidemiol 1997;146:418-28.

Epidemiologic research relies heavily on information obtained directly from study subjects. Under some circumstances, however, it is necessary to obtain data about subjects from a surrogate or proxy, such as when studying older persons, where physical, sensory, and cognitive deficits may be impediments to obtaining data directly. It is not uncommon for more than 20 percent of the community-dwelling aged, 40 percent of the hospitalized aged, and 50 percent of aged nursing home residents to be unable to provide information because of their limitations (1-6).

Many studies have examined proxy responses; most have focused on areas such as diet, smoking, occupational exposure, and other chronic disease risk factors (7-21). Several studies (6, 22-27) have evaluated proxy responses to questions about physical and instrumental functioning in older persons; with few exceptions (23, 27-30), this research has not considered the accuracy of proxy reports for measures of social, affective, or cognitive functioning, all of which are important dimensions of the overall health and quality of life of older persons.

Although it is often overlooked, the criterion against which proxy ratings are compared is important. Most prior studies of the aged have compared proxy ratings with responses provided by the subjects themselves (6, 23, 25-28, 31); some (22, 24, 30, 32, 33) have compared proxy responses with medical records and judgments made by health care providers. A few studies (31, 34-36) have compared proxy responses with observations of subject performance of functional tasks following explicit protocols. While performance measures are not a gold standard, they are an important criterion against which to compare proxy reports, as they have the potential to provide a more discrete assessment of functioning than a self-report does.

The purpose of the present study was to evaluate proxy ratings in five functional domains frequently used in studies of older persons: physical, instrumental, cognitive, affective, and social functioning. Criterion measures for these comparisons included subject self-reports and observed subject performance of selected physical and instrumental tasks. The extent to which proxy ratings corresponded to measures relying on other sources (i.e., agreement) was assessed, and the degree to which proxies over- or underreported in...
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Subjects and data collection

Subjects included 233 individuals participating in
the 12-month follow-up evaluation of a prospective
study of hip fracture recovery, and a self-designated
proxy for each. Hip fracture patients entering one of
eight Baltimore, Maryland, hospitals from January 1,
1990, through June 15, 1991, who were 65 years of
age or older and living in the community at the time of
their fracture were identified for inclusion in the study.
At the time of fracture, consent to participate in the
prospective study was obtained from 674 patients; 328
(49 percent) were eligible for inclusion in the proxy
component of the project, which began 5 months after
subjects started to become due for their 12-month
follow-up evaluation. Subjects were asked to identify
the person most knowledgeable about their health and
general abilities. These individuals were then asked to
participate in this study as the subject’s proxy respon-
dent. Two hundred and thirty-three (71 percent) of the
eligible subjects completed an interview, provided the
name of a proxy who consented to participate, and had
proxies who completed an interview within 1 month of
the patient’s 12-month evaluation. Subjects were eval-
uated at their place of residence (home or institution);
proxies were interviewed by telephone. All evalua-
tions were conducted by research staff who had been
trained in interviewing and measuring performance in
older subjects.

Measures

Subjects were asked questions about their functional
status in five areas; proxies were asked a similar series
of questions, with questions rephrased to refer to the
subject. Subjects also were observed performing se-
lected tasks in two areas of functioning (physical and
instrumental).

Physical functioning. Information was obtained
about assistance used in the past week to perform 15
physical activities of daily living (PADLs), using the
structure of the Functional Status Index (37). Patients
and proxies were asked whether the patient had re-
ceived assistance in carrying out each PADL within
the past week, and responses were coded as follows:
1) performed the task independently, 2) performed the
task with assistance (human help and/or equipment),
3) did not perform the task for health reasons, or 4) did
not perform the task for non-health reasons (e.g., the
absence of stairs precluded stair-climbing). For com-
parisons of proxy reports with subject self-reports,
responses were dichotomized, classifying the subject
as independent versus dependent (defined as needing
assistance or not performing the task for health rea-
sons). Subjects reporting that they did not perform
activities for non-health reasons were eliminated from
the analyses, since this type of nonperformance did not
signify a lack of independence. Three PADL summary
scales were created: 1) upper extremity PADLs, 2) lower
extremity PADLs, and 3) a PADL summary scale
incorporating functions used by Katz et al. (38). For
each scale, the score was the number of items for
which the subject was rated as not independent. (See
the Appendix table for a listing of items and scales.)

Instrumental functioning. Information on instru-
mental activities of daily living (IADLs) was obtained
using a modified version of the Older Americans Re-
sources and Services instrument (39), which was
adapted to ask subjects how they had performed seven
activities during the previous 2 weeks, rather than
asking them to rate their potential ability to perform
activities. Responses to each item were dichotomized
as independent versus dependent (used assistance or
was unable to perform the task for health reasons). A
summary IADL scale was created which counted the
number of the seven activities in which subjects were
dependent. (See the Appendix table for a listing of
items.)

Affective functioning. The Center for Epidemio-
logic Studies Depression scale (CES-D) (40) was used
to measure affective status. This 20-item instrument
consists of questions that describe behaviors and feel-
ings. Subjects were asked to indicate how often within
the past week they had behaved or felt a certain way
(rarely, sometimes, occasionally, or most of the time);
proxies were asked to rate how often they had thought
the subject felt this way. Scores on the CES-D range
from 0 to 60, with higher scores indicating more
depressive symptomatology. Scores of 16 or greater
are considered indicative of significant depressive
symptomatology.

Cognitive functioning. The Mini-Mental State Ex-
amination (MMSE) (41) was used to assess the cog-
nitive status of subjects. It is scored on a scale ranging
from 0 to 30, where scores of 23 or less are indicative
of cognitive impairment. Proxies were asked to esti-
mate how the subject would do on each of the items in
the MMSE. When the MMSE was administered to
proxies, multiple-task items were combined and ques-
tions were asked as one unit. For each of these items
(i.e., three-stage command; repeat three items; recall
three items; and serial subtraction), the proxy score
was either 0 or the maximum point value. For exam-
ple, the three-stage command asks subjects to take a
piece of paper in their right hand, fold it in half, and
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then place it on the floor; the subject can receive 0–3 points. Proxies were asked whether the subject would be able to complete the entire task; the proxy score was 0 or 3, with no intermediate values.

**Social functioning.** The 12 social functioning items included passive, active, social, and solitary activities (42). Ten of the 12 items were coded as the frequency of engaging in the activity during the past 2 weeks. Two items—watching television and reading—were coded on a 0- to 5-point scale indicating the average amount of time spent per day in each activity during the past 2 weeks (0 = 0 minutes, 1 = <15 minutes/day, 2 = 15 minutes–1 hour/day, 3 = 1–2 hours/day, 4 = 3–4 hours/day, and 5 = ≥4 hours/day). Three summary scales were formed from these 12 items: 1) social total—a scale which summed the number of the 12 activities in which the subject participated; 2) television/reading frequency—a scale for television and reading assessing the amount of time spent per day in the past 2 weeks; and 3) social frequency—a scale for the other 10 items assessing frequency of participation in the activities. (See the Appendix table for a listing of items and scales.)

**Performance-based measures of physical and instrumental functioning.** Performance for 10 of the PADLs and three of the IADLs was observed by examiners at the subject’s place of residence. (See the Appendix table for a listing of items and task specifications.) For each of the items, all parts of a task had to be performed correctly and independently to obtain a rating of independent. Proxy reports and subject performance were dichotomized as independent versus dependent. Subjects who did not complete tasks correctly or who reported that they had not carried out tasks for health reasons were classified as dependent for that task.

### Data analyses

To assess comparability of responses for the categorical measures, we calculated Cohen’s kappa statistic; for continuous measures, we used the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). These agreement statistics indicate the proportion of variance which can be attributed to between-respondent variation, as opposed to within-respondent variation (i.e., disagreement between subject and proxy). Kappa can also be interpreted as the proportion of agreement beyond the amount which is expected by chance alone. Both kappa and ICC range from less than 0 to 1, with a value of 1 indicating perfect agreement. Guidelines for deciding when agreement is less than satisfactory suggest that kappa and ICC values greater than 0.8 indicate almost perfect agreement, values between 0.6 and 0.8 indicate substantial agreement, values between 0.4 and 0.6 indicate moderate agreement, and values less than 0.4 indicate slight to fair agreement (43). These guidelines, although arbitrary, are useful for interpreting kappa and ICC values. The standard error used for kappa is that given by Fleiss et al. (44), and the standard error used for ICC is that provided by Donner and Wells (45). Agreement between proxy reports and both subject self-reports and observed performance was calculated.

In addition to agreement, analyses examined the percentage of bias in proxy ratings as compared with subject self-reports and observed performance (26). For categorical measures, percent bias was calculated as the ratio of the difference between the proportion of positive responses given by proxies and the subjects’ self-reports or performance, expressed as a percentage of the proportion of subjects responding positively. For continuous measures, percent bias was determined as the difference in mean values between proxy responses and subjects’ self-reports or performance, expressed as a percentage of the subjects’ mean. A positive percent bias indicates that proxies reported the presence of an item more often than subjects did. Bias was tested for statistically significant departures from 0 using McNemar’s chi-square test (46) for categorical measures and the paired t test for continuous measures.

Comparisons of proxy reports of functioning with the functional measures provided by subject self-reports were restricted to those subjects who were not severely cognitively impaired (MMSE score >16) (n = 205). Comparisons of ratings on cognitive performance were not restricted in this manner in order to maximize variability in MMSE scores.

### RESULTS

Of the 233 subjects, 78 percent were female, 59 percent were widowed, and 7 percent were nonwhite. Their average age was 80.9 years, and their mean educational level was 11.5 years (54 percent had completed high school). At the time of the 12-month assessment, 33 percent of the subjects lived alone, 50 percent lived with others in the community, and 15 percent were institutionalized. Subjects had a mean MMSE score of 24.7, with 27 percent scoring in the impaired range (≤23). The mean CES-D score was 12.3, with 28 percent scoring in the depressed range (≥16).

The average age of proxies was 60.6 years; 77 percent were female, and 65 percent were married. The mean educational level of proxies was 13.3 years (82 percent had completed high school). Proxies were most frequently children (38 percent), spouses (17 percent), or other relatives (28 percent); 38 percent of

proxies lived with the subject, and 20 percent had not had weekly contact with the subject in the month prior to the proxy interview. Proxies who did not live with subjects had an average of 10.4 visits with the subject over the telephone at least once per week during the preceding month. Most proxies said they knew the subject’s health status “very well” (72 percent) or “pretty well” (19 percent); only three proxies said they did not know the subject’s health status.

Proxy reports versus subject self-reports

Agreement. Information on the agreement and bias between proxy reports and subject self-reports is provided in tables 1 and 2. Agreement levels for the three summary measures of physical functioning (table 1) were substantial to moderate: The ICC was 0.68 for the lower extremity PADL measure, 0.56 for the upper extremity PADL measure, and 0.65 for the PADL summary scale. Levels of agreement for individual PADL items (table 2) were generally lower than those for summary measures. Of the 15 PADL items for which proxy reports were compared with subject self-reports, agreement was substantial ($\kappa \geq 0.6$) for one, moderate ($0.6 > \kappa \geq 0.4$) for six, and poor ($\kappa < 0.4$) for the remaining seven. Neither agreement nor bias could be evaluated for eating because of the low frequency of dependence on this item.

The agreement level for the IADL summary measure (table 1) was in the almost-perfect range (ICC = 0.85). Of the seven items for which proxy and subject reports were compared (table 2), almost-perfect agreement ($\kappa \geq 0.8$) was observed for two items, substantial agreement ($0.8 > \kappa \geq 0.6$) was seen for three items, moderate agreement ($0.6 > \kappa \geq 0.4$) was found for one item, and poor agreement ($\kappa < 0.4$) was found for one item.

| TABLE 1. Correspondence between proxy reports and subject self-reports for summary measures in five functional status domains, Baltimore, Maryland, 1991–1992 |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| No. of pairs | Mean score | | | |
|   | Proxy report | Subject self-report | Intraclass correlation | Standard error | Bias (%) |
| Physical functioning |
| Lower extremity activities (11 items)† | 161 | 5.9 | 5.8 | 0.68 | 0.06 | 2.3 |
| Upper extremity activities (4 items)‡ | 189 | 0.5 | 0.3 | 0.56 | 0.06 | 77.0*** |
| Summary of six activities§ | 176 | 2.5 | 2.4 | 0.65 | 0.06 | 4.2 |
| Instrumental functioning |
| Summary of seven activities¶ | 137 | 3.0 | 2.9 | 0.85 | 0.05 | 5.6 |
| Social functioning |
| No. of activities performed in past 2 weeks (12 items) | 197 | 4.3 | 4.4 | 0.61 | 0.06 | -2.3 |
| No. of minutes per day spent reading and watching television | 176 | 6.1 | 6.4 | 0.62 | 0.06 | -5.3** |
| Frequency of participation in activities during past 2 weeks (10 items) | 189 | 9.0 | 8.5 | 0.47 | 0.06 | 6.0 |
| Cognitive functioning |
| Mini-Mental State Examination score |
| Continuous scoring | 212 | 26.3 | 25.3 | 0.65 | 0.05 | 4.2*** |
| Dichotomous scoring (% ≤ 23) | 212 | 21.2 | 21.3 | 0.51# | 0.06 | -8.2 |
| Affective functioning |
| Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression scale |
| Continuous scoring | 186 | 13.6 | 11.9 | 0.45 | 0.07 | 14.4* |
| Dichotomous scoring (% ≥ 16) | 186 | 32.8 | 29.0 | 0.38# | 0.07 | 13.0 |

* $p < 0.05$; ** $p < 0.01$; *** $p < 0.001$ (for a test of zero bias).
† Sum of 11 lower extremity tasks for which dependent status was reported.
‡ Sum of four upper extremity tasks for which dependent status was reported.
§ A summary of dependent status in six areas of physical functioning, incorporating items used by Katz et al. (38).
¶ Sum of seven instrumental activities for which dependent status was reported.
# Kappa value.
agreement is to be expected for summary measures, because random errors associated with individual item responses will be dampened by combining items.)

For social functioning (table 1), agreement was in the substantial range for comparisons of whether the subject had engaged in any of 12 activities over the past 2 weeks (ICC = 0.61) and for the measure of the amount of time spent watching television and reading (ICC = 0.62); a lower level of agreement was seen for the measure summarizing the frequency of involvement in 10 other social activities (ICC = 0.47).

Agreement between self-reported and proxy-reported cognitive functioning on the MMSE was in the substantial-to-moderate range, depending on whether MMSE score was treated as a continuous or dichotomous measure. The ICC for the continuous measure was 0.65; the kappa value for the dichotomous measure was 0.51. Levels of agreement for affective functioning on the CES-D scale were lower than for other measures of functioning. The ICC for the continuous measure was 0.45; the kappa for the dichotomous measure was 0.38.

**Bias.** As table 1 shows, percent bias was significant only for the upper extremity PADL measure of physical functioning; a greater level of disability was reported by proxies than by subject self-reports. For other summary measures of physical functioning, proxy reporting bias was less than 5 percent and was not statistically significant. Examination of percent bias for individual PADL items (table 2) indicated that proxies generally reported more disability than subjects reported about themselves. This pattern was observed for 10 of the 14 PADL items evaluated, and was statistically significant for eight. A statistically significant pattern of underreporting of disability by proxies in comparison with subjects was seen for three items. No bias was observed for one PADL item. Proxies tended to rate more disability in instrumental functioning than did patients, although percent bias was not statistically significant. Bias for individual IADL items was generally less pronounced than for PADL items; none of the bias estimates were statistically significant.

For the social functioning summary measures, proxies reported that subjects spent less time watching television and reading per day than subjects reported for themselves. Examination of the television and reading items (not shown) revealed that percent bias on this measure was attributable to underreporting by proxies of time spent reading. Although the result was not statistically significant, proxies reported a greater frequency of participation in other activities than did patients.

**Proxy significantly overrated subject cognitive**
functioning (MMSE) when the scale was scored as a continuous measure. Percent bias pointed in the same direction but was not statistically significant when the scale was treated as a dichotomous measure. Proxies were more likely to report that subjects exhibited symptoms of depression (affective functioning) than subjects were to report symptoms in themselves; this association was statistically significant only when the CES-D was scored as a continuous measure.

Proxy reports versus observations of subject performance

Table 2 provides information on level of agreement and percent bias between proxy reports and observations of subject performance for nine PADLs and three IADLs. Agreement between proxy reports and observed subject performance was slight to fair \((\kappa < 0.4)\) for six PADL items and two IADL items; agreement for the remainder of the items was in the moderate range \((0.6 > \kappa \geq 0.4)\). Eating was not evaluated because of the low proportion of persons who were dependent. A statistically significant percentage of bias was observed for 10 of the 12 PADL and IADL items evaluated. Proxies rated a greater need for assistance than was observed for six of the nine PADLs, and less need for assistance than was observed for all three of the IADLs. As with the comparison of proxy reports to self-reports, proxies significantly underreported the subject's need for assistance in getting on and off the toilet and in getting into and out of a bath/shower.

Proxy reports versus subject self-reports

The median kappa and median percent bias summarizing correspondence between proxy reports and both subject self-reports and observations of subject performance are shown in figures 1 and 2. The ranges of kappa and percent bias are also shown. Figure 1 illustrates that for PADL items, levels of agreement between proxy reports and subject self-reports are similar to those between proxy reports and performance; for IADL items, the proxy versus self-report compar-
FIGURE 2. Median percentage of bias (bars, range of bias) between proxy reports and subject self-reports versus proxy reports and observed performance on measures of physical and instrumental activities of daily living, Baltimore, Maryland, 1990-1991.

Comparison has a wider range of agreement levels than does the proxy report versus performance comparison. Comparison of the percentages of bias in figure 2 indicates that the median bias for PADL items is lower for proxy reports versus self-reports than it is for proxy reports versus observed performance (18 percent vs. 41 percent). The ranges for comparisons of PADL items overlap, although two of the bias values contrasting proxy reports versus performance are greater than the upper bound of the values for proxy reports versus self-reports. Comparison of median biases and ranges of biases for the three IADL items indicates that the bias for proxy reports versus performance is negative and considerably larger than that for proxy reports versus self-reports. The median percent bias for proxy reports versus observed subject performance is —37 percent, and the median for proxy reports versus subject self-reports is —3 percent; the ranges do not overlap.

DISCUSSION

This study examined proxy reporting for five areas of functioning that are frequently considered in health studies of older persons (47–49). Results indicate that agreement and bias differ by functional domain and specific tasks within domains, by the manner in which summary measures are created and scored, and by whether proxy reports are compared with subject self-reports or observations of performance.

Proxy reports versus subject self-reports

In general, the more observable and less private the function being measured, the greater the agreement between proxy and subject reports. Agreement was highest for the instrumental functioning summary measure, which was based on reports of the actual performance of seven tasks, most of which are performed regularly and can be observed directly or the results of which can be readily seen by others. The lowest agreement found was for the measure of affective functioning (CES-D score), which is composed primarily of emotional states. These feelings tend to be private and would not be known by others unless articulated by the subject.

The extent and direction of reporting bias varied, with a general tendency for proxies to report more
disability than subjects reported for themselves. Exceptions were seen for cognitive functioning, where proxies attributed slightly higher levels of cognitive ability to subjects than their test performance demonstrated, and three PADL items involving possible use of handrails that may be considered to indicate dependence more by patients than by proxies: getting on and off the toilet, getting into and out of the bath/shower, and climbing five stairs.

These general patterns of concordance are consistent with previous reports of response agreement and bias (6, 22–26, 28, 32, 50, 51), with one exception. Prior studies indicate that in general, proxies report greater disability in IADLs than subjects self-report (6, 22, 24, 26, 50); in the present study, none of the IADL contrasts yielded a statistically significant estimate of bias. This difference may be due to the fact that, on the basis of earlier recommendations that questions be modified to refer to explicitly defined and observable behaviors (6, 50), the Older Americans Resources and Services IADL questions asked in this study were changed to refer to actual performance of tasks, rather than perceived ability to perform them.

The manner in which summary measures are created and scored also affects response agreement and bias. Within the physical functioning domain, agreement was lowest and bias was highest for the measure summarizing upper extremity function. Findings on social functioning suggest that questions which are relatively global and which ask simply about participation (i.e., yes/no) result in less discordance than questions asking about quantity of participation. The method used to score the MMSE and CES-D also affects concordance. For both measures, proxy-subject agreement is higher using the continuous scoring method, although the use of an impaired/unimpaired dichotomy is less likely to result in a biased estimate of impairment.

**Proxy reports versus observations of subject performance**

Patterns of agreement and bias between proxy reports and observations of subject performance differed in three notable ways from comparisons between proxy reports and subject self-reports. Of the three IADL tasks for which proxy reports were compared with both subject reports and performance, levels of agreement were similar for only one (i.e., telephone use). Second, in contrast to comparisons with subject self-reports, where none of seven IADL items showed a significant bias, the pattern of proxy underreporting of disability compared with observations of performance was relatively large and was statistically significant for the three IADL items evaluated. Third, for PADL items, the degree of over- or underreporting by proxies compared with observations of performance, while generally pointing in the same direction as that for comparisons with subject self-reports, was more extreme. For most comparisons, the proxy reported more disability than the performance observations indicated. (The two exceptions, getting on/off the toilet and getting into/out of the bath/shower, corresponded to those where there also was underreporting by proxies compared with subject reports.) These results on proxy reports versus observations of performance are similar to those described by others who compared summary measures of physical functioning (35, 36) and by Elam et al. (34) in the only other study we are aware of that compared proxy reports with observations of performance on separate functions.

The fact that contrasts of proxy reports with self-reports and observations of performance resulted in different levels of agreement and bias is not surprising. Several studies comparing self-reports with observations of performance on tasks similar to those evaluated here found little agreement (35, 52–56). Previous studies have suggested that self-reports and observations of performance measure different aspects of functioning; they have differential associations with health status and contribute independently to the prediction of hospitalization, nursing home placement, and mortality (57–59). Studies contrasting family proxy reports with other data sources (e.g., health care providers, self-reports, medical records) (22, 32, 36) have also reported different levels of agreement or bias dependent on the criterion against which the proxy reports are compared.

This study had several limitations. Caution must be exercised when attempting to generalize beyond this study group. The sample consisted of a subset of patients receiving treatment for a hip fracture in one of eight hospitals in a single metropolitan area. In addition, measurements were made 1 year following a hip fracture; although most recovery in functioning had occurred by then (60, 61), proxies and subjects may have been focusing on aspects of functioning thought to be related to the fracture (i.e., lower extremity) more than would persons who had not sustained such an injury. Second, the most severely cognitively impaired subjects, often the ones for whom a proxy is most likely to be required, were excluded because they could neither follow directions for performance measures nor provide reports about themselves. Finally, although performance measures followed a standardized protocol designed to assess functioning in a manner identical to the self-report questions, the performance measures focused on discrete functional tasks; proxies may have reported on different aspects of...
functions than were assessed and may have referred to functioning under different circumstances than those being observed during the examination session. Despite these potential limitations, we believe that this is the first study to have examined correspondence between proxy reports and observations of performance for this number and array of PADLs and IADLs, and to have contrasted proxy reports with subject self-reports for multiple scales and scoring methods in five functional domains.

On a practical level, these results indicate that asking questions which refer to actual performance of IADL tasks rather than asking about the perceived ability to perform them (6, 22–26) may increase agreement and reduce bias. Similar questioning strategies should be extended to other areas of functioning. Results also indicate that proxies are better at rating whether or not subjects participate in activities than they are at rating the frequency of participation, suggesting that when researchers are using proxies as a data source, preference should be given to the yes/no categorical question whenever possible. Categorical scoring may be preferable for cognition and affect, as well. The few studies that have evaluated proxy measures of affect and cognition (23, 28, 30) made contrasts across the total continuum of scale scores; in this study, it was evident that although this approach results in higher levels of response agreement, when scores provided by proxies are categorized by level of impairment, bias is not statistically significant.

The objectivity of studying proxy reports is primarily to determine the extent to which data from proxies can be used in place of data from other sources. To date, research in this area has demonstrated that proxy response agreement and bias are a function of the question being asked, of subject characteristics, and of proxy characteristics (50, 51). The present study demonstrates that proxy response agreement and bias also vary as a function of the criterion against which proxy reports are compared. With the increasing interest in the well-being of the oldest and frailest members of the population, many of whom cannot provide information about themselves, a greater understanding of alternative sources of information on these people's health and functioning is needed.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional domain and tasks</th>
<th>Specific functioning scale of which item is a component</th>
<th>Specifications for tasks in performance-based measure*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical functioning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking 10 feet</td>
<td>Lower*, Katz†</td>
<td>Walking a 3-m course at usual speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting into/out of bed</td>
<td>Lower, Katz</td>
<td>Getting into and out of bed using subject’s own bed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putting socks and shoes on both feet</td>
<td>Lower, Katz</td>
<td>Putting socks and shoes on both feet using a standardized type of sock and shoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting on/off the toilet</td>
<td>Lower, Katz</td>
<td>Getting on and off the toilet using the subject’s own bathroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating</td>
<td>Upper§, Katz</td>
<td>Feeding oneself a spoonful of cereal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rising from an armless chair</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Rising without using arms (use of arms was considered assistance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putting on a shirt</td>
<td>Upper, Katz</td>
<td>Putting both arms into a standardized shirt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buttoning a shirt</td>
<td>Upper, Katz</td>
<td>Fastening one button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grooming</td>
<td>Upper, Katz</td>
<td>Brushing hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting into/out of bath/shower</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Getting into and out of a bathtub or shower using the subject’s own bathroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking a shower/bath/sponge bath</td>
<td>Lower, Katz</td>
<td>N/A‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking one block</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>N/A‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climbing five stairs</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting into a car</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putting on pants</td>
<td>Lower, Katz</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental functioning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using the telephone</td>
<td>IADL§, #</td>
<td>Looking up a number in a standardized telephone directory and dialing the number using the subject’s own telephone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handling money</td>
<td>IADL</td>
<td>Counting a specific amount of money, writing a check, and balancing a checkbook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking medications</td>
<td>IADL</td>
<td>Taking two candy pills out of a bottle (proper dosage) after a timer rings (proper timing) and placing them in mouth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting places that are out of walking distance</td>
<td>IADL</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping for groceries or clothes</td>
<td>IADL</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparing meals</td>
<td>IADL</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housecleaning</td>
<td>IADL</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social functioning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watching television</td>
<td>TV/reading**</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>TV/reading</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Going to religious services</td>
<td>Social frequency†</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attending meetings</td>
<td>Social frequency</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participating in sports</td>
<td>Social frequency</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Going to movies</td>
<td>Social frequency</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Going to museums</td>
<td>Social frequency</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working at a hobby</td>
<td>Social frequency</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playing cards</td>
<td>Social frequency</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Going on pleasure drives</td>
<td>Social frequency</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Going to a family member's or friends' home for a meal</td>
<td>Social frequency</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing volunteer work</td>
<td>Social frequency</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* All parts of a task must have been performed correctly and independently for the subject to be considered independent with regard to a given task.
† Task on lower extremity function scale.
‡ Task on scale incorporating functions used by Katz et al. (38).
§ Task on upper extremity function scale.
¶ N/A, not applicable; IADL, instrumental activities of daily living.
# Task on instrumental activities of daily living scale.
** Task on television/reading scale.
†† Task on frequency of participation in social activities scale.